1977 chevy stepside

The "C" indicated the truck was a standard cab with two-wheel drive and the "K" was the
designation for four-wheel drive trucks. In , the Chevy C half-ton truck had a redesign that
changed the looks and power of the vehicle. The Chevy C pickup truck was available with a
choice of engines. The 4. An optional inline-six was cubic inches and 4. The high-output cubic
inch 7. The medium output cubic-inch engine had horsepower at 3, rpm with foot-pounds at 2,
rpm. Finally, Chevy offered the cubic inch with horsepower at 3, rpm with foot-pounds of torque
at 2, rpm. For , body styles included a fleetside body, which was straight box, or a stepside
body, which had a curve. The C had two new wheelbases: one of The truck had an overall length
of The width in the front was New styling included striping on the side and the hood. An
optional extended cab was available. In , Chevy offered automatic door locks and powered
windows for the first time. Chevy offered four different options packages, custom deluxe,
Scottsdale, Cheyenne and Silverado. The Cheyenne package had bench seats and full-depth
padded seats with backrests. The seats had an all-vinyl seat cover or vinyl and nylon cloth seat
cover. Other features included custom steering wheel and an ashtray mounted cigar lighter.
Options included power steering, power brakes, electric clock, heavy duty shocks and rally
wheels. Vern Hee started writing professionally in He works as a reporter for the "Pahrump
Valley Times. Special Features In , Chevy offered automatic door locks and powered windows
for the first time. While most commonly associated with pickup trucks , the model line also
included chassis-cab trucks and medium-duty trucks and served as the basis for GM full-size
SUVs. Used for both the model branding and the internal model code, "C" denoted two-wheel
drive; "K" denoted four-wheel drive. For third-generation examples produced between and ,
these were replaced by "R" and "V", respectively. Introduced for the model year, four
generations of the model line were produced, with GMC rebranding full-size pickups under a
singular GMC Sierra nameplate for Launched in the fall of , the model year introduced a new
body style of light pick-up truck that featured many firsts. Most important of these were a
drop-center ladder frame, allowing the cab to sit lower, and independent front suspension,
giving an almost car-like ride in a truck. Also new for was a new designation system for trucks
made by GM. Since , trucks were available from the factory as four-wheel drive, and the new
class scheme would make this known. A C conventional in front of the series number
designates 2-wheel rear drive while a K designates 4-wheel drive. Actual badging on Chevrolet
trucks carried the series name system from the previous generation for and the 10, 20, 30, and
40 series C and K were badged as "Apaches", 50 and 60 series trucks were badged as
"Vikings", and the largest 70 and 80 series models were marked "Spartans". GMC did not use
the "C" nomenclature, though their 4x4 versions used the "K" nomenclature. The 1. The , , and
models featured ball bearing front hubs,with torsion bar front suspensions, with trailing arm
suspension rears. Trim lines were base and "Custom". The cab was modified for , with
elimination of the "wraparound" windshield and a new front grille design, along with various
interior changes, while retaining the original design on the body. A new, more modern look
came for , along with a new nickname: "Action Line". The majority of 10 series and some 20
series Chevrolet trucks from to were equipped with a coil spring trailing arm rear suspension,
which greatly improved the ride over traditional leaf springs. However, the leaf spring rear
suspension was still available on those trucks, and standard on 30 series trucks. All 2-wheel
drive trucks came with independent front suspension, while 4x4's used a conventional solid
axle with leaf springs. Optional transmissions included a three speed overdrive unit C only and
several different four-speed manuals, the Powerglide 2-speed automatic, or the
Turbo-Hydramatic and 3-speed automatic. The six and the in 3 V8 were optional engines. The
most visible change in differentiating a from models was the addition of side-marker reflectors
on all fenders. Also, the small rear window cab was no longer available the C40 and C60
medium duty trucks retained the small window. In , Chevrolet celebrated 50 years of
manufacturing trucks, and to commemorate, they released a 50th Anniversary package
featuring an exclusive white-gold-white paint scheme. Longhorns were only two-wheel-drive; no
factory Longhorn 4x4 was built. The c. Along with the new engines came a new grille design for
Chevrolet trucks and a more upright hood for both Chevrolet and GMC trucks. The GMC
version, known as the Jimmy, was introduced the same year. Some internal cab changes were
also made, most notably the switch from a hand-operated parking brake to a foot pedal, and a
more modern looking two-spoke steering wheel with plastic horn button replaced the previous
year's three-spoke wheel with chrome horn button. Also new this year were upper and lower
side moldings , which added another two-tone paint option. These were standard on CST
trucks, and optional in any other trim level. The Sierra and Sierra Grande option packages were
also added for GMCs; these were to become discrete trim levels in The only noticeable change
for was a minor update to the Chevrolet grille. At first glance, the and grilles look very similar.
However, the s plastic inserts actually have highlights that divide the appearance into six

separate sections. The , while still sold as such, was enlarged to cubic inches starting in
Numerous changes occurred in First came another new grille design the "egg crate" for
Chevrolet trucks and black paint over portions of the GMC grille. Second, an additional trim
package was introduced: the Cheyenne. On GMC models, this was equivalent to the Sierra.
These packages consisted mostly of comfort features â€” nicer interiors, more padding and
insulation, carpet, chrome trim, and upper and lower side molding and tailgate trim. Finally, the
front brakes on all light-duty trucks were switched from drum brakes to disc brakes , resulting
in much less brake fade under heavy use. The 20 and series trucks had the 8 x 6. Also,
Chevrolet changed the V8 emblem designation to V8. The models were very similar to the
models, with the only change being the rear view mirror was glued to the windshield rather than
bolted to top of the cab, and metal or vinyl-covered flat door panels were no longer available; all
trim level door panels were molded plastic with integral armrests and wood grain inserts on
Cheyenne and Sierra trim levels. For restoration, it should also be noted that the door and
window cranks were slightly longer due to the molded plastic door panels, and the vent
windows were now secured with a single screw on the inside of the door, thus differentiating it
from the model year. The trim levels were rearranged on GMCs, with the Custom now being the
lowest level the Deluxe being dropped and the Sierra and Sierra Grande becoming separate trim
levels at the top of the lineup rather than option packages as before. There are also to series
medium- and heavy-duty trucks:. These models share the cabin of the light-duty models but sit
on a taller chassis and have a taller front end of a different design, with a clamshell hood. Sierra
and Sierra Grande had been used as names on option packages since the model year. In both
series, the 'Highlander package' included special color-coordinated houndstooth cloth inserts
and additional trim colors and insulation. As pickup trucks increased in use as personal
vehicles, cab features and options moved closer in line with GM sedans with power windows
and power door locks becoming options. To further expand its practicality, a four-door crew cab
body was introduced offering 6-passenger seating. The chassis was an all-new design with all
trucks receiving a leaf-spring rear suspension ; K-Series trucks moved to all-wheel drive
shift-on-the-fly 4x4 was introduced for This generation also marks the first use of the Chevrolet
Silverado nameplate in use for Chevrolet full-size trucks today. The first line not assigned a
generational moniker by General Motors, it is known by its GMT internal codename. For , the
extended cab was redesigned, adding a rear-hinged passenger-side third door. In , GM Brazil
launched its first line of light trucks designed in Brazil, the Chevrolet C-series pickup truck; in
line with the Chevrolet Suburban, the model line was sold in a wagon configuration, renamed
from C to Chevrolet Veraneio in The model line was launched with a cubic-inch inline-6 derived
from the Chevrolet "Stovebolt" engine ; this engine was replaced in by a cubic-inch inline-6
from the Chevrolet Opala. For production, GM Brazil introduced a redesigned model line of light
trucks. Sharing its cab structure with the "Rounded Line" generation, the series received its
own front fascia sharing headlights with the Opala and larger taillamps than its American
counterpart. Far more advanced in design than its utilitarian predecessor, the series carried
over little more than its powertrains from the previous generation. Again offered in single and
double cabs introduced in , the C and A ethanol received a 4. In contrast to its American
counterpart, the series was offered nearly exclusively with 2-wheel drive; a 4x4 version was
offered for and was withdrawn before the end of the model year, following poor reliability of its
drivetrain. For , the series underwent a minor exterior revision, again sharing its headlights with
the Opala higher-trim vehicles shared wheels with GMT pickup trucks ; the interior underwent a
redesign, adopting a redesigned instrument panel. For , the model line adopted the fuel-injected
4. In contrast to the previous two generations of Brazilian Chevrolet trucks, the Chevrolet
Silverado was no longer a market-exclusive design; the Silverado was identical to the
American-market GMT pickup. Offered only as a two-door C with a standard-length bed, the
Silverado offered a hp 4. For production, production of the Silverado shifted from Argentina to
Brazil. During , Chevrolet withdrew the 4. The final Silverado D was produced in January After
many years of declining market share in the truck segment, GM Brazil shifted its production
from heavy trucks towards the S and car-based pickups. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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crossover. S Jimmy. K5 Jimmy. Yukon XL. S Sonoma. Inspiration can grow over time and then
be ignited in a moment. For Sammy Trout of Whittier, California, the moment came when he was
on the way to work. He saw an old stepside, lowered and rolling on 20s, and immediately started
thinking how cool his grandfather's '77 Chevy would look with a similar setup. The truck had
been a daily driver for Sammy's grandfather since the day he bought it from the original owner
until he passed away. He rebuilt it onceâ€”by necessity after it had been stolen, stripped, and
recovered with a bunch of rusty and different color body panels piled into a completely different
bed. The incentive that motivated him to put the truck back together and drive it for the rest of
his life must have been passed on to Sammy. I tried not to throw excess money at it, but redo
what was there. My wife Lori encouraged the build and fed me dinner in the garage every night I
worked on it. Cleaning up 30 years worth of wear and tear was the first job. Picture the pickup
on jackstands, suspension components removed, and Sammy underneath it in motorcycle
goggles and a beanie, grinding the rust off the stock framerails with a drill motor and wire
wheel. When that glamorous chore was over, the frame was painted black with POR to make
sure the rust stays gone, and many of those components were replaced with parts collected on
Craigslist to keep the budget down. Sammy wanted the truck low. Belltech 3-inch lowering
spindles and McGaughy's 1-inch lowering coils in front and a DJM flip kit on the rear leafs lower
the truck's ride height. Doetsch shocks and Belltech antisway bars mounted at both ends
improve the ride. The bodywork started the same as the chassis work, by removing and
repairing. Taking off the camper shell, bed interior, and storage cabinets revealed about screws
to be pulled and an equal number of holes to be welded. Every rust hole was replaced with good
used sheetmetal. The front and rear fenders were scrapped, and a pair of N. A replacement hood
turned up at a local salvage yard. The driprails were shaved and smoothed and except for the
Chevy bowtie on the grille exterior trim and badges were eliminated. The bed was stripped to
bare metal, and spring-loaded tailgate pins were installed to take the place of the chains.
Sammy says his friend Richard "Roll Fast" Rojas stepped up to "keep me straight and on track
when doing the bodywork, and gave me a much needed hand. Body and bed were disassembled
for painting to make sure the finished product looked as clean as possible. Sammy kept the
paint design clean too, shooting the whole truck with Kalahari Beige basecoat from De Beer
Refinish, covered with Diamont clear. The bed wood is hard maple, cut, routed, and fitted, then
sealed with a couple coats of waterproof epoxy sealer and five coats of marine UV clear. This
whole build was inspired in part by inch wheels and now the 20s on this Chevy may inspire
someone else. These are style model five-spokes from Boss Motorsports' truck line. The Chevy
is powered by the ci inline-six engine it's always had. It runs great, so Sammy kept the
underhood upgrades simple: a tune-up, an overhaul of the single GM Rochester carburetor, and
some new fuel lines. He told us he's thinking about some I-6 hop up parts in the near future.
Flowmaster exhaust was bolted up and La Habra Radiator supplied a fresh radiator. The
transmission had been converted to a floor-shifted three-speed, but now runs a Borg-Warner T5
with a homemade short-shift kit. A shortened and balanced driveshaft from Cannon Engineering
ties the transmission to the stock rearend with 3. Even pro builders won't tackle interior work,
but Sammy learned custom auto upholstery during high school and has done professional
upholstery. It had been a few years since his last interior, but we'd say he remembered pretty
well. After reshaping the stock bench with new foam, he recovered them in cigar-toned leather.
The molded headliner, kick panels, and sculpted door panels are also leather bound, with a little
left over for the boot on the Hurst Indy pickup shifter, sunvisors, the trim on the Mercedes
carpet, the Grant Formula GT steering wheel, and the handmade vent gaskets. The factory
replacement dash was dyed to match. The original gauges were disassembled and restored,
and a new retro-style radio was added, with an iPod and flashdrive hook-up inside the ashtray.
Close Ad. Tim Bernsau writer Ryan Manson photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
Make Chevrolet. Model C Family heirloom I need an all weather daily driver and am looking to
buy a house to start our family, so it is regrettably time to part with this truck. It is NOT a noisy

truck, the mufflers are in place and function. It was swapped to allow more power for towing,
greater dependability, and to add the power steering that was not present with the original
straight six. The only added option from the factory is the sliding rear window. The Bullhide
liner has kept the bed in better than expected shape. There is an after market CD player with
removable face plate and with speakers behind the bench seat. The wear on the interior is
minimal, especially for a 30 year old vehicle. Floor mats are original. New battery was installed
in the last six months. It starts and runs great. The original motor was in running condition
when pulled and has not be scavenged for parts. The mileage represents the combined total
between the motors. An additional box of various spare parts and a truck cover will be included.
The buyer can pick it up or pay to ship it. I am only selling within the United States. Any
questions or if you want additional photos or information, you can reach me via text at or email
through eBay. Work and school will limit the times I can reply and show this vehicle. Tuesdays
and Fridays are the best times to show the vehicle. Thanks for considering this, someone is
going to buy a great classic truck. This truck is sold as is. I am NOT a dealer. I am selling in
good faith, but there is no buy back, give back, or compensation for proximate repairs. I reserve
the right to end the auction early if this sells off site. Runs good All Original!! Clear Title.. Model
Other Pickups. This truck is in excellent condition. Best Offer Available Chevrolet C
ScottsdaleWe ship classic cars, trucks and motorcycles to anywhere in the world! This is one of
the best we have had in the to year range. Most of its life was in Wenatchee Wa. Very solid PU.
Power steering. Power disc front brakes. New Michelin tires and American Racing wheels. You
will love driving this PU. It feels like new. The interior is beautiful.. I knew as soon as I bought
this Chevy pickup that it was in above average condition. It drove so well and it was tight with
no squeaks or rattles. You can look a long time and have a really hard time finding a pickup in
this condition. We need to get it serviced and safety checked. Seattle WA Fax Email dragers
mac. The doc fees cover costs such as trip permits and FedEx costs. Dragers believes that it is
very important to personally inspect the vehicle you are interested in. If you cannot inspect it
yourself you should hire an inspector. Here are two very knowledgeable old car appraisers you
can contact. Fred will do a great job for you. Check out his web page. Henderson NV Email
fredwkoller gmail. We check them over, we do a report card and we grade and decode each
vehicle. We have them serviced and safety checked. You can see these reports on our web page
We give you lots of photos and video so you can see the vehicles very well. We have been in
classic sales for more than 30 years. Jeri Drager Andrew Drager At our dealership we work very
hard to accurately describe our vehicles through text descriptions and elaborate photos. When
you purchase a pre-owned vehicle it is not a new vehicle. Any used vehicle can have normal
wear and blemishes. Before placing a bid please read the descriptions thoroughly and view all
pictures. Click picture above to apply J. Offering long terms and low rates, financing is available
for most model cars ranging from to today. Click picture above to apply Woodside Credit is a
nationwide collector car finance company that provides financing through collector car dealers
or directly to consumers for the purchase or refinance of classic and collectible automobiles.
We believe that choosing the car of your dreams should be the hard part, not deciding how to
pay for it. You can see these reports on our web page We try very hard to tell you everything
that we know. The customer is responsible for registering the vehicle in their home state. Taxes
and Fees In state buyers will be charged state and local taxes, title, registration, and
documentary fees. All sales transactions must be completed within 5 days of auction close.
Please call the dealership to make arrangements for payment. Terms:Auction Policies
Customers with zero or negative feedback on eBay Motors please contact us prior to bidding.
Otherwise, we reserve the right to cancel your bid. Understand this is only to protect the
integrity of the auction. Winning bidder must contact the dealership within 24 hours of the
auction close and the purchase transaction completed within 5 calendar days. We reserve the
right to re-list or sell the vehicle in the event of a non-paying bidder. Buyer Pickup A
representative from our dealership can be available for pickup at area airports when necessary.
Buyers must schedule pickup prior to making travel arrangements. Transport We use Concours
Transport Fred has done a great job for us over the years. Reluctantly, I am parting with some of
my nice old vehicles. It has not been winter driven. Very clean both top and bottom. Not scaly
underneath. Has a great looking, laser straight body! This truck has all its original GM body
panels. Nice and clean underneath. Original interior is immaculate and still smells new. Engine
compartment is also original and beautiful looking. Bed is nice and clean and original, not
dented up or rusted. Has a nice tonneau cover, bed mat, and deluxe custom car cover. Still has
original spare tire! Truck has had tires replaced as well as belts, hoses, etc. Exhaust is nice
stock duals with great sounding flow master type mufflers. Fun truck to drive! It has great
power, gets good gas mileage, and sounds great! It is extremely smooth and tight, with no
noises or rattles. Really turns heads! Here is a real opportunity to own a very unique, and fun to

drive collector vehicle at a VERY reasonable price. If someone GAVE you a "project car" for free
you could not make it into this car for what you will pay here! You can't even buy a later model
worn out pickup for what you can buy this "Real Truck" for! Best of all, no computers,
complicated emissions systems, or stupid "check engine" lights to worry about. In most every
state, all this has to pass is a safety inspection. Remember, they are only original once! This is a
great opportunity! Don't miss it! Car is located at my home in North Carolina. Please call me
with any questions. Leave message if not in. Thanks very much! They are part of the listing
terms and contract you are agreeing to when you bid. That's not how it works. If you don't
intend to abide by the rules, please look elsewhere. Your bid is a contract! If you are the
successful bidder, you are expected to pay! This helps separate the serious buyers from the
non-paying curiosity seekers. Balance is due within 7 days of auction's close. This can be by
bank wire transfer, cashiers check or cash in person. If you are paying balance upon pickup of
car, it must be cash in person. Pay Pal is NOT acceptable for this balance payment. Car and
ownership papers will not leave here until paid in full with cleared funds. If you are paying with
ANY kind of check, it must clear MY bank before car or title will be released. No exceptions! Car
is sold strictly as-is at my premises with no guarantee or warranty of any kind. Transportation is
the buyer's responsibility. I will try to reasonably help and accommodate you any way I can, but
it is still YOUR responsibility. Car can remain here for a reasonable period of time at no charge,
but must be paid for within the 7 days of auction's close. You should secure insurance as I
cannot be responsible for acts of God or things beyond my control once car is sold. If you are
an overseas buyer, you must pay by international bank wire transfer in US funds only! Car will
not be released until funds are totally cleared in my bank account. I have clear title, transfer, and
bill of sale. Paperwork will be executed and delivered once vehicle is paid for with cleared
funds. Non compliance will result in your bids being cancelled and blocked. I understand that
new Ebay membrs can be good customers, but due to high incidence of non-paying bidders, I
need to talk to you first to know you are serious. Car is advertised locally for sale. If I find a
buyer through that venue, I reserve the right to end auction early. Please call me with any
further questions about this. Superclean four-wheel-drive Numbers Matt One owner no rust k.
Installed Linex coating in 8 foot bed. August New Chevy C. All repairs and maintenance on
record. Eight Cylindersâ€¦. Best Offer Available Chevrolet C 20 ScottsdaleWe ship classic cars,
trucks and motorcycles to anywhere in the world! They bought it with 8, miles from new. This is
a full time 4 wheel drive PU. Power front disc brakes. Pioneer sound system. CB radio with dual
front bumper mount antennas. Gun rack. Neat roll up bed cover. Electric brake controller. Rear
bumper step. Fender flares. This PU just looks cool. I drove it home about 60 miles towing a car
down the freeway at 70 MPH. It drives great but its not a power house. When they did the
service and safety check they replaced the master cylinder and rear wheel cylinders. New
exhaust manifolds. It is tall, I have to use the step to get in. The carpets are tired and so is the
seat. Has some bondo patching on both sides. I have the build sheet. It was built in Fremont Ca.
It is all set up for camper use. The rear bumper is extendable for a big camper. This would be
great for the back country. Red on red. Perfectly straight body that is solid as a rock. Clean and
original sheet metal throughout. The paint has been refinished in the original shade of red and
is a high gloss, very nice looking finish over an extremely nice body. It has many new interior
parts and looks very nice inside. Clean, comfortable and odor free. The AC system was just
upgraded with all new parts. Blows Ice Cold. The truck's suspension is nice and tight and easy
to steer with power steering. The power brakes are great and stop this truck on a dime. Exhaust
is high performance true dual exhaust that sounds mean but not too loud. It's just right! If you
require a Florida temporary tag so that you may drive the car home, we will be happy to supply
this for you. We collect the sales tax at the rate equal to your home state sales tax. With the
copy of the bill of sale and the title most states give credit for sales tax collected in Florida.
Please check with your state DMV to see if your state reciprocates sales tax with Florida Dept of
revenue. We will be generating all paperwork required for ownership transfer. We send the
vehicle title after payment recieved and Florida DMV paperwork is signed. Florida DMV allows
30 days to deliver title. We send the title via express mail. We also help arrange or provide
assistance with shipping. Vehicles are available for pick up during normal working hours. This
includes every sale or auction, even one that you have already won but did not see these terms
in advance. Opinions of classic vehicle condition and originality are subjective. Because we
offer a wide variety of different model cars, we are not able to learn all the details of the vehicles
offered. These details include identification numbers, equipment packages, markings, codes,
stampings or any other way someone may identify what a vehicle is equipped with currently or
what it may have been equipped with previously. Our knowledge is limited. We do not guarantee
condition, originality or authenticity of parts, equipment, colors, equipment packages or
documentation or any other item that is part of the vehicle or comes with the vehicle. All

vehicles older than 10 years old are sold with exempt mileage on titles. The odometer reading
listed in any of our advertisements is only a declaration of what the odometer is reading at the
time of listing and that the odometer reading cannot be deemed as accurate mileage. If mileage
is represented as true mileage on title it will be transferred to the buyer as such. Otherwise,
even if described as actual mileage by previous owner, milege will read as exempt on title.
Information past on by previous owner is not a guaranty of "actual mileage" in any way or form.
We are not responsible for misprinted information. This car listed for sale on other websites and
on display in our public warehouse. We reserve the right to sell the vehicle before the end of our
auction and as long as we can provide proof of such sale, we are not obligated to sell the car to
the winning bidder. Good Credit, Bad Credit? No Problem! Our online financing application is
quick, easy and secure. The process is as quick as a few questions about you and your
employment. Find out quickly and painlessly. Get Started Now! Tool box. Wheels are 17x8.
Stereo quality is incredible. Very comfortable truck to drive, gets looks and comments
everywhere I go. This Excellent Tennessee truck has no rust and 82, original miles. The
Rainbow truck is a promotional paint offered in I have the original window sticker and
maintenance records. Make Ford. Model F I purpose built this truck for myself, intended to be
left at a rural Montana cabin for year round use. The cabin has been sold, so here is the truck
for sale. I spent over 24k my cost building this truck to be one mean mountain machine. This
truck is turn-key, ready for the new owner. I bought quality parts from LMC Truck, spent a
fortune on the drive train. I get thumbs up and chatted up at every gas station when driving this.
I started with a rust free straight truck from the high desert of eastern WA. This truck was built
to be used, but could be proudly shown at any car event. Click this PhotoBucket link for 69
pictures of this truck. Edelbrock electric choke 4 barrel on a 4 barrel intake. Dual exhaust with
Flowmaster mufflers. Newly rebuilt automatic C6 transmission with shift kit. I built this set-up
for low end grunt, but it still raps out quick, incredible power. High pinion Dana 44 front axle
with locker. I set this truck up to bust snow drifts, you can have full positive traction up front
with both hubs locked in, or drive it in mild 4 wheel drive with 1 hub locked in. The rear end is
the famous Ford 9 inch, I left the rear end with open differential. When driving in ice or light
snow you do not want a locked up rear end, you will slide all over. With this setup you get max
traction and drivability. Heavy duty radiator and trans cooler. We built some heavy duty solid
steel Bambi bumpers. In Montana, we run the gauntlet on back roads when it comes to deer and
other wildlife. Everyone I know has hit a deer with their expensive truck causing severe damage.
I promiseâ€¦. Warn winch with controller, 2 KC lights with covers. Truck can be easily returned
to chrome bumpers if desired. We re-wired most of the truck, everything works as it should.
BODY I started off with a clean rot free straight original Ford truck, we all know what a feat that
is to find. No rot anywhere, very little body work needed before paint. Painted a nice dark
metallic blue inside and out. The bed is raptor lined, new seals and windshield. The
undercarriage is coated with POR, the best stuff available. Decent CD player and speakers. The
glass is all good, nothing major imperfection wise sticks out to me, but this truck has been
driven so there is a minor rock chip here and there. This is one great sorted out vintage Ford
truck. This truck and restore would cost k at my shop. Take advantage, get a new restoration at
a much better price right now with no waiting. I will go to extreme lengths to collect, so no
bidding if you have the slightest hesitation of coming through. I have a shipping broker who has
shipped dozens of vehicles for me all over the lower 48, I will put you in contact with him or
work with your shipper. Shipping to Alaska or Hawaii can be handled as well. Canadian buyers
welcome. I have a clean clear WA state title in my name in hand for this truck. My Ft shop is too
small, going bigger. All clean clear titles in my name, the vintage cars may go to BJ Scottsdale.
Commerce City, CO. Elk Grove, CA. Dallas, OR. Federal Way, WA. North Kingstown, RI. South
Milwaukee, WI. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Chevy
Scottsdale. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Chevrolet Model C Year - Make Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Chevrolet : Other Pickups Full-size pickup, 8
ft. Year Make Ford Model F Make Chevrolet 9 Ford 1. Category Beta Pickup Truck 1. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Set an alert to
be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an
Alert? Private Seller. One owner, This truck has not been driven since getting a smog This is a
chevy truck. It still runs and drives. Has some rust but is overall in good conditio This Chevrolet
long bed pickup is in very clean and original condition. The paint is original New crate engine.
New Crate Crate transmission. New e Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This
Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated
to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome
bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom center console
and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers,

and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and
new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in
the name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and
white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample
finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided
by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width
Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. Power is provided by a 6. Equipment includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate
control, heated and cooled seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels,
traction control, and much more. Thecar is stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been
started and moved every two months since new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all
three keys, all original purchase documents, including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho
title. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About
ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The
Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our
Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and
ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars.
In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Make GMC. I reserve right to end auction early.
Willing to except trades for smaller truck ot road bike let me know what you got. Make
Chevrolet. Chevy k20 pick up. Bought this rig a few months back in Sandy,OR thinking I needed
a big truck. After discussing with my lady we need something smaller with us living deep in the
country, gas mileage playing a factor. I am only asking a low price as there is some cancer but it
is restorable. For someone who knows how to do minor restoration this is a great deal as all the
major mechanical work is done. The motor is a sbc rebuild out of a shop in Portland. I have
paper work with order number included. I have spoken with the shop and verified the work was
done 2 years ago. The odometer reads at 58k, the motor has less then 20k on it. The drive train
has less then 2k on it. I have a set of 1 ton leaf springs for it, and nerf bars for the truck, those
are included in the buy. I live deep in the country so unless you're serious don't waste your gas
driving clear out and here I am flexible on the price! Clean title in hand! Steve do NOT contact
me with unsolicited services or offers. Needs fuel pump Extra parts included: tilt steering wheel
with new ignition, starter, alternator, Edelbrock perfomance intake manifold and a distributor. I
was driving it when fuel pump went out, it does run. This is a very strong running driving reuck.
Powered by a Motor with a turbo transmission. It has power steering, power windows, power
breaks, 33x Nice MF brown with contrasting. Money has definitely been spent but the seller
wants it sold ASAP! And WOW what a price! Model C Original tires and rims go on truck. All
new shocks, all new breaks, Transmission and engine has been serviced. New bumpers front
and back. Rhino liner in bed and whole truck has been undercoated. Buyer responsible for
shippment of vehicle or local pick up. Superclean four-wheel-drive Numbers Matt One owner no
rust k. This Excellent Tennessee truck has no rust and 82, original miles. The Rainbow truck is a
promotional paint offered in I have the original window sticker and maintenance records. I'm
selling this beautiful C10 lifted and 4x4. This beauty us ready for you to drive it anywhere you
want. It has a clean title and everything is working its just waiting for you to take it. Full Paint
Job and Interior done. I'm asking Dollars, but you can make your offer. You drive it you take it!
This truck is amply powered by a turbo automatic, with power steering, power brakes, radio and
heater, power windows. There has been over one thousand spent in general service upgrades
less then miles ago. This is a very strong running driving truck, the four wheel drive works very
well. The truck has sparkling mf brown paint and good looking wheels and tires. Have a look
gang! For more information please call us at: Also view our website: fabulous50sclassics. Have
original tires and rims go on truck. Model Blazer. Hi, you are looking at a Chevy K5 Blazer with
all original miles! This truck only has 78, on it and is in remarkable condition for it's age! Was
told the truck is from AZ and one could argue that it is in better than new condition. This is an
awesome truck and I would not hesitate to jump in it and drive it across the country! I have been
told that this a numbers matching truck. It has the rare and highly desirable Cubic Inch 6.
Rebuilt Quadra jet carb New MSD cap and plug wires, and new plugs Factory air conditioning
that works great and has been converted to modern a. It has factory cruise control currently
disconnected because I changed the air cleaner to a chrome unit. It is a 4x4 but has been
converted from a full time 4x4 to a far more desirable selectable 4x4 with the installation of new
Warn lockouts. Even the inserts on the new rims were painted to match the truck. New rubber

seals were placed on the doors and rear lift gate. Green Bay, WI. Garden City, NY. Collegedale,
TN. Chester Twp, NJ. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale
Chevy 4x4. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Chevrolet Model -. Year Make Chevrolet Model C Chevrolet :
Blazer Cheyenne chevrolet k 5 blazer cheyenne 4 x 4 6. Year Make Chevrolet Model Blazer. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Please
expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued
support. Product T Each piece kit includes radiator core support bushings and hardware, cab
mounting bushings and hardware, and bed mounting View Product Details. Our reproduction
rear fender is stamped to OE specs using the correct gauge galvanized steel to exact
specifications for a perfect fit. This part is painted with a rust preventative coating. Product
Each hardware set includes all the bolts, nuts, washers and lock washers to install the bed
wood and angle strips. This includes the bed-to-frame bolts. The bolts in this kit are standard
carriage bolts, which means they have Bed strips hold the wood planking to the bed cross sills.
Set includes: 7 long middle strips Product BWDK. The bed floor is the largest flat surface on
your classic truck, it plays an integral role in the final appearance of your build. So whether you
are restoring your own classic truck or building a one of a kind show truck, we This bolt set
includes all the bolts, nuts, washers and lock washers to install the bed wood, bed strips and
angle strips. The bed to frame bolts are also included along with the large offset washers that
are countersunk in Product HB. These custom bed strips use a completely hidden fastening
system with special bolts that slide into the groove on the underside of the strip to adjust to any
bolt location. Set includes: 7 long middle Product BWXK. Each piece kit includes radiator core
support bushings and Each hardware set includes all the bolts, nuts, washers and lock washers
to install the bed wood and angle covers. Select this bolt set when installing smooth look bed
strips with standard angle strips. Includes the Set includes: 6 strips Product BWDP. Product
BWXP. Each piece kit includes radiator core support bushings and hardware, cab mounting
bushings and hardware, and bed mounting bolt and nut Sold individually. The rear cross sill is
located below the tailgate, and ties the back of the bed together. Bolted between the bed sides,
it provides the rear mounting holes for the bed wood and strips. Note: Shipped oversize.
Reproduction of the original wood bed reinforcement strip designed for use on Chevrolet and
GMC stepside pickup truck models. Reinforcement strips are shorter in height than cross sills,
and bolt to the bed strips Reproduction of the original U-shaped bed floor cross brace for all
Chevrolet and GMC pickup truck models with 18 gallon gas tank. Reproduction of the original
center cross sill designed for use with Chevrolet and GMC pickup models. This cross sill is
mounted across the frame under the wood for support. The bed strips are bolted to the cross
This hardware kit includes all the bolts, nuts, washers and lockwashers to install the bed wood,
bed strips and angle covers, including the bed-to-frame bolts. Select this bolt kit when using
angle strips or angle covers Angle strips attach the side boards on Stepside beds. These angle
pieces are bolted to the wood and spot welded to the bed side. Features pre-punched square
holes in the original bolt pattern. Made in USA Strips are Rear stake pocket replacement for
stepside models. Made with gauge electro-galvanized steel and features proper tail lamp
mounting holes. Select this bolt kit when using angle strips or covers without punched square
holes and bed strips with hidden For use on all short bed Stepside models. This hardware kit
includes all the bolts, nuts, washers, and lockwashers to install the bed wood, bed strips, and
angles. The kit includes ribbed-neck carriage bolts for roun
wiring fog lights diagram
ford windstar seat covers
gmc sonoma forum
d holes to be Reproduction bed floor mounting bolt set for Chevrolet and GMC pickup models.
This set features the 8 bolts and all nuts and washers needed to mount the bed floor to the
frame on short bed or long bed models. These reproduction bed strips hold the wood planking
to the bed cross Select this bolt kit when using angle strips or covers without punched square
holes. Includes ribbed-neck Customize the rear end of your Chevrolet or GMC Fleetside pickup
truck with this sleek looking roll pan featuring a license plate pocket. Reproduction of the
original angle strips that attach the side boards on Chevrolet and GMC Pickup Stepside short
bed models. These angle moldings are bolted to the wood and spot welded to the bed side.
Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All
Models. View As: Grid Detail. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

